Energy control by linking individual patterns to self-repeating diffractive optical elements.
In general, as diffractive optical elements formed by use of self-repeating patterns possess beneficial characteristics such as scratch resistance, low design effort, ease of fabrication, and natural formation of large panels, an efficient design methodology that was developed with a modified preserving-the-best strategy of genetic algorithms is presented. Both genetic algorithms and simulated annealing are examined by the Markov-chain stochastic process to create the insight needed to use these two heuristic algorithms efficiently. It was found that adding the preserving-the-best strategy to traditional genetic algorithms guarantees the possibility of locating the global optimum. Combining this sufficient and necessary condition for locating a global optimum for genetic algorithms with the built-in chromosome crossover searching mechanism and its neighborhood identification makes this newly developed genetic algorithm an effective method for designing diffractive optical elements. In our study, a prototype was fabricated based on our case study with the modified genetic algorithm. The performance of this prototype was measured and analyzed. Experimental results are shown to agree well with theoretical predictions.